
New nautical experience

Word
on board

Experience
another life

Sailing the blue

Comfort & Relaxation! Magic offers a tailor-made holiday at 360°



Sailing
Thanks to the constant wind

that blows in this area, the Meltemi, which 
refreshes us from the warm summer days,

you can sail island to island. 
"The journey begins

when we leave the port".

Sailing&Yoga
Training at sunrise,

sunset and sail & swim during
the rest of the day.



Sailing&Trekking
A fantastic combination;

Tilos, Symi, and more islands
that offers many walking trails,

with different levels of difficulty.
“The land discovered by the sea”.

Sailing&Snorkeling
Discovering the mysteries that this “blue” world

has kept for years.



Rig type: Ketch
Builder: Irwin Yachts (USA)
Model: 65’
Built: 1982
Refit year: 2015

DIMENSIONS
Lenght overall - LOA: 21,50 meters
Beam: 5,30 meters
Draft: 1,85 meters

AUXILIARY POWER
Engine: Perkins 200 HP
Generator: Westerbeke 12KW

TANKS
Fuel: 2650 liters
Water: 3785 liters

CABINS 
n.1 master
n.3 double
n.1 bunk bed
All with air conditioning
Guests: 6 to 8 (plus 2 crew)

BATHROOMS
n.4 electric with shower

EQUIPMENTS 
3 VHF, CD player, TV led 32”,
GPS plotter, EPIRB, SART, 
NAVTEX, depthsounder, 
LOG, wind speed & direction, 
autopilot, windlass, bow 
thruster, stern platform

Irwin 65’



We sail from May to October in the Aegean Sea, visiting spectacular islands with small corners of land 
and bays with turquoise waters, where mass tourism has not yet arrived.
A sailing adventure is an ideal way to experience what many consider the world’s most beautiful islands, 
the Greek islands, a unique land.
Greece means history, culture, sun, sea and unforgettable landscapes. 
A journey back in time, with a great number of visits to historic sights, castles and temples that reflect 
their importance in ancient and medieval times.
Moreover the Dodecanese islands benefit from the longer warmer season.
Over the years we have acquired extended knowledge of these places, and we are now able to create 
"tailor-made holidays" a trip full of comfort, relaxation, culture, and adventure.
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